An efficient and most famous tool to enhance damping of the power system low frequency oscillations is the conventional widely used lead-lag Power System Stabilizer (PSS). To achieve the desired level of robust performance under transient situation, selecting a suitable design method for optimal tuning of PSS parameters is very important in multi-machine power system. Because, it is a multimodal and difficult combinatorial optimization problem, this paper presents a novel parameter automation strategy for Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) called PSO with Time-Varying Acceleration Coefficients (PSO-TVAC). This optimization method has a strong ability to successfully control both global and local search in each iteration process for considerably increasing the probability of finding the global optimum solution. The PSO-TVAC algorithm is applied to optimal tuning PSS parameters problem in order to reduce the PSS design effort and find the best possible solution within a reasonable computation time. For this reason, the robustly selection of PSSs parameters is converted as an optimization problem based on the time domain-based objective function under different operating conditions. The robustness of the proposed method is demonstrated on a multi-machine power system in comparison with the classical PSO and conventional method based designed PSSs. It is shown through the nonlinear time domain simulation and some performance indices for a wide range of loading condition. The analysis of the results shows that the improved PSO-TVAC is not only very effective but also provides an excellent ability for damping low frequency oscillations and greatly enhance the dynamic stability of the power system. Moreover, the proposed PSO-TVAC algorithm is superior than that of the classical PSO one in terms of accuracy, convergence and computational effort.
INTRODUCTION
Transient and dynamic stability considerations are the most important aspects in the reliable and secure efficient operation of power systems. This arises from the fact that the power system must maintain frequency and voltage switching out of a transmission line during a fault (Chompoobutrgool et al., 2011) . By the development of *Corresponding author. E-mail: hshayeghi@gmail.com. Tel: +98-451-5517374. Fax: +98-451-5512904. levels at the nominal values, under any disturbance, like a sudden increase in the load, loss of one generator or interconnection of large electric power systems, there have been spontaneous system oscillations at very low frequencies in order of 0.2 to 3.0 Hz. Once started, they would continue for a long period of time. In some cases, they continue to grow, causing system separation if no adequate damping is available. Moreover, low frequency oscillations present limitations on the power-transfer capability. To enhance system damping, the generators are equipped with Power System Stabilizer (PSS) that provides supplementary feedback stabilizing signals in the excitation system. PSS augments the power system stability limit and extends the power-transfer capability by enhancing the system damping of low frequency oscillations associated with the electromechanical modes (Kundur, 1994) .
Valuable research contributions from time to time for the PSS design in the power systems like the adaptive control techniques (Chaturvedi and Malik, 2007; FraileArdanuy and Zufiria, 2007) , robust control methodology (Hardiansyah et al., 2006; Segal et al., 2000; Segal et al, 2004) , neural networks (Rigatos and Siano, 2011; Werner et al., 2003) and fuzzy logic theory (El-Zonkoly et al., 2009; Hwang et al., 2008; Kvasov et al., 2008) have been represented in the literature. Regardless of the adequate results provided by adaptive controllers, the control strategies are needed on line system model identification and then they are complex for practical application. The gains of robust control techniques are considering physical understudying and uncertainties of the system in the synthesis procedure (Hardiansyah et al., 2006; Segal et al., 2000) . However, the importance and difficulties in the choice of weighting functions have been reported. On the other hand, the order of the robust control based stabilizer is high which gives rise to complex structure of such stabilizers and reduces their applicability. It should be noted that, although the transient response of the power system is encouraged by the ANN based controller (Rigatos and Siano, 2011; Werner et al., 2003) , but these controllers have the long training time and choosing the number of layers and number of neurons in each layers problem. Fuzzy logic based PSSs are model-free stabilizers; that is, they do not require an exact mathematical model of the controlled system (Hwang et al., 2008; Kvasov et al., 2008) . Furthermore, effectiveness and speed are the most important properties than the other classical methods. However, it should be pointed out that the fuzzy controllers require two or three dimensional rule base. This problem makes the design synthesis is more difficult.
Despite the potential of the modern control strategies, the Conventional lead-lag Power System Stabilizer (CPSS) structure has been widely used by power system utilities (Gibbard, 1991; Abdel-Magid et al., 2000) . The reasons behind that might be the ease of online tuning and the lack of assurance of the stability related to some adaptive or variable structure techniques. On the other hand, Shayeghi et al. (2010) have revealed that the suitable choice of the CPSS parameters provided satisfactory damping performance over a wide range of system loading conditions during the system upsets. It should be noted that the problem of the PSS parameters tuning is a multimodal optimization problem (that is, there exists more than one local optimum). Hence, the conventional optimization methods and local optimization techniques, which are well elaborated upon, are not Effatnejad et al. 2301 suitable for this kind of problem. Thus, it is desirable that a novel optimization strategy for optimal tuning of the PSS parameters be developed. In the recent years, global optimization techniques like Genetic Algorithms (GA) (Sundareswaran and Begum, 2004; Wang et al., 2011) , simulated annealing (Abido, 2003) , rule based bacteria foraging (Mishra et al., 2007) and strength pareto evolutionary algorithm (Yassami et al., 2010) have been reported for the PSS parameter optimization. These evolutionary based methods are heuristic population-based search procedures that incorporate random variation and selection operators. Although, these methods seem to be good quality solution for the PSS design problem, however, when the system has a extremely epistatic objective function (that is, where optimized parameters are very correlated), and number of parameters to be optimized is more, then they have degraded efficiency to find the global optimum solution and also simulation process takes a lot of computing time. Recently, the classical Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based method has been represented for the design of PSS parameters by Shayeghi et al. (2010) and Eslami et al. (2010a) . The capability of this method was shown for PSS designing to improve low frequency oscillations damping at different operating conditions than the GA approach on a multi-machine power system. However, it should be noted that the performance of the classical PSO greatly depends on its parameters adjustments, and it often suffers the problem of being trapped in the local optima so as to be premature convergence. Thus, some modification has been proposed for the classical PSO algorithm to improve its performance. An Improved PSO with passive congregation (PSOPC) has been undertaken to solve the PSS design problem by Eslami et al. (2010b) to enrich the information sharing mechanism for effectively enhancement the convergence rate and the accuracy of the classical PSO. Using the numerical results it was shown that PSOPC method has better convergence property and can get better low frequency oscillations than the classical one.
The PSO with time-varying acceleration coefficients (PSO-TVAC) represented by Ratnaweera et al. (2004) is one the best technique for effectively improvements of the classical PSO performance in terms of robustness to control parameters and computational effort. All algorithm parameters including inertia weight and acceleration coefficients are varied with time (iterations) to efficiently control the local search and convergence to the global optimum solution. This strategy is caused to improve the global search in the early stage of the optimization process and cheering the particles to converge toward the global optima at the end of it. Moreover, it was shown that the PSO-TVAC has very few parameters to adjust than other heuristic optimization methods and a higher success convergence rate since it does exploration and exploitation processes together efficiently. Thus, in this paper, the PSO-TVAC optimizer is proposed to optimal tune of the PSSs gain and time constants. It is used to achieve desired level of low frequency oscillations damping and enhance dynamic stability of the multi machine power system. The PSSs parameters are automatically tuned with optimizing a time domain based objective function for a wide range of operation conditions by PSO-TVAC algorithm.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is tested on a multi-machine power system under different operating conditions in comparison with the classical based PSSs (CPSS) and PSO based one through nonlinear time domain simulation and some performance indices. The simulation results demonstrate the robust performance of the proposed method for damping low frequency oscillations than the CPSO and classical method one. Using the proposed algorithm the relative stability is guaranteed and the time domain specifications concurrently secured. This provides a useful promising scheme to choose desirable PSS from a set of optimally tuned PSSs for the system operator, PSS manufacturer and customers. Kennedy et al. (2001) developed a PSO algorithm based on the behavior of particles or agents of a swarm. Its roots are in zoologist's modeling of the movement of individuals (for example, fishes, birds, or insects) within a group. The PSO algorithm searches in parallel using a group of individuals similar to other AIbased heuristic optimization techniques. A particle in a swarm approaches to the optimum or a quasi optimum through its present velocity, previous experience and the experience of its neighbors .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

PSO review
In a . , x  be the best position of particle i and its neighbors' best position so far. Using this information, the updated velocity of particle is given by:
Where, k i V is velocity of particle at iteration k; ω is inertia weight parameter; c1 and c2 are acceleration coefficients factors; Gbest is the best position of the group until iteration k.
In Equation 1, the first term shows the current velocity of the particle, second term presents the cognitive part of PSO where the particle changes its velocity is based on its own thinking and memory. The third term corresponds to the social part of PSO where the particle changes its velocity based on the socialpsychological adaptation of knowledge. Each particle moves from the current position to the next one by the updated velocity in Equation 1 as follows: (2) Suitable chosen of the inertia weight provides a balance between global and local exploration and exploitation, and results in less iteration on average to find a suitably optimal solution. Usually, the linearly decreasing inertia weight factor is used as follows: (3) Where, ωmax and ωmin are both random numbers called initial weight and final weight, respectively; Kmax is the maximum iteration number and k is the current iteration number.
PSO-TVAC concept
In the PSO, proper control of the two stochastic acceleration components: the cognitive component (c1) which corresponds to the personal thinking of each particle and the social component (c2) which describes the collaborative effect of the particles, to obtain the global optimal solution is very important accurately and successfully. It should be noted that it is desirable that for cheering the particles to wander through the entire search space, without clustering around local optima during the early stages of the swarmbased optimization . On the other hand, in order to find the optimal solution effectively it is very important to enhancement convergence toward the global optima during the latter processes (Boonyaritdachochai et al., 2010) . Thus, a novel parameter automation strategy for the PSO concept called PSO with time varying acceleration coefficients is proposed, in this study. The motivation for using this method is enhancement the global search in the early stage of the optimization stages and cheering the particles to converge toward the global optima at the end of it. All parameters including inertia weight and acceleration coefficients are varied with time (iterations) in Equation 1. Thus, in the PSO-TVAC the velocity is updated as follows:
Where, C is constriction factor, c1i, c1f and c2i, c2f are initial and final values of c1 and c2, respectively. Under this situation, the inertia weight, ω, is linearly decreasing as time grows based on the equation as given in (5) and by changing the acceleration coefficients with time the cognitive component is reduced and the social component is increased (Ratnaweera et al. 2004) . The large and small value for cognitive and social component at the optimization process starting is permitted the particles to move around the search space, instead of moving toward the population best. In contrast, using a small and large cognitive and social component, respectively the particles are permitted to converge toward the global optima in the latter part of the optimization. Thus, PSO-TVAC is easier to understand and implement and its parameters have more straight forward effects on the optimization
performance in comparison with classic PSO. Using the above concepts, the whole PSO-TVAC algorithm can be described as follows: 1. For each particle, the position and velocity vectors will be randomly initialized with the same size as the problem dimension within their allowable ranges. 2. Evaluate the fitness of each particle (Pbest) and store the particle with the best fitness (Gbest) value. 3. Update velocity and position vectors according to (4) and (2) for each particle. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until a termination criterion is satisfied.
Compared the classic PSO, PSO-TVAC has faster convergence and computational efforts. Because can get the quality results in significantly fewer fitness evaluations and constraint evaluations.
The main features of the PSO-TVAC algorithm are robustness to control parameters, easy implementation and high quality solutions. Also, it conducts both global search and local search in each iteration process, and as a result the probability of finding the optimal global solution is significantly increased. Thus, it has a flexible and well-balanced mechanism to enhance the global and local exploration abilities than the classical PSO one and other heuristic techniques.
Problem statement
Power system model
For the stability analysis of power system a sufficient mathematical models involving a set of nonlinear differential-algebraic equations by assembling the models for each generator, load and other devices such as controls in the system is required. The two-axis model (fourth order) (Padiyar, 2008) given in Appendix A is used for the time domain simulations study for each machine.
PSS structure
In this study, a widely used stabilizer with the lead-lag structure based on the speed deviation of the generator is considered for the PSS scheme as follows (Shayeghi et al., 2010; Eslami et al., 2010) :
Where, Δωi is the speed deviation of the ith generator and Ui is the output signal fed as a supplementary input signal to the regulator of the excitation system. This type of PSS consists of a washout filter and a dynamic compensator. The washout filter, which really is a high pass filter, is considered to reset the steady-state offset in the output of the stabilizer. The value of the time constant Tw is usually not critical and it can range from 0.5 to 20 s. Here, it is sited to 10 s. The optimized parameters of PSS are:
Ki Gain of PSS
T1i-T4i lead-lag block time constants
PSS design using PSO-TVAC
In this study, the PSS design problem is formulated as an optimization problem and solved by PSO-TVAC method to improve optimization synthesis and find the global optimum value of the 
Where, tsim is the time range of simulation, NG is the number of machines and NP is the total number of operating points considered for optimization process. The salient feature of this objective function is that it needs the minimal dynamic plant information. It is aimed to minimize this objective function in order to improve the system response in terms of the settling time and overshoots. The design problem can be formulated as the following constrained optimization problem, where the constraints are the PSS parameters bounds: Minimize F subject to
The proposed approach employs PSO-TVAC to solve this optimization problem and search for the optimal set of PSSs parameters. Robustness is verified by considering numerous operating conditions and the system configurations, simultaneously.
RESULTS
The IEEE three-machine nine-bus power system shown in Figure 1 is considered as a test system in this work. The required system data are given in (Anderson and Fouad, 1979) . To evaluate the efficacy and robustness of the proposed optimization technique over a wide range of loading conditions, four different cases designated as nominal, lightly, heavily and other loading conditions are considered, where the generator and system loading levels at these cases are given in Tables 1 and 2. In the test system, G 2 and G 3 machines are equipped to the PSS. In the proposed control scheme, we must tune the parameters of the PSSs, optimally to enhance the overall system dynamic stability, in a robust way under several operating conditions and disturbances. The optimal tuning of the PSS parameters is carried out by evaluating the fitness function as given in Equation 8 for four operating conditions as given in Table 2 by applying a 6-cycle three-phase fault at t=1 s, at bus 7 at the end of line 5-7. The fault is cleared by stable tripping of the faulted line. In this study, the PSO module works offline. For the each PSS, the optimal setting of five parameters is determined by the PSO-TVAC, that is, 10 parameters In order to facilitate comparison with the classical PSO and conventional approaches, the design and tuning of the PSS parameters for this multi-machine power system, the phase compensation (Larsen and Swann, 1981) and PSO methods (Shayeghi et al., 2010) were used. In order to acquire better performance, the control parameters of the proposed PSO-TVAC and classical PSO algorithm is given in Table 3 . Optimized PSSs parameter set values according to the objective function as given in Equation 8 using the above methods are listed in Table 4 . Figure 2 shows the minimum fitness functions evaluating process. 
Nonlinear time-domain simulation
The effectiveness and robustness of the proposed PSO-TVAC based designed PSS for different operating conditions as given in Table 2 and fault disturbances is demonstrated through the nonlinear time simulation and some performance indices in comparison to that of the PSSs tuned using the PSO and CPSS (Larsen and Swann, 1981 ) methods for two scenarios.
Scenario 1
In this scenario, the effectiveness of the proposed stabilizer under transient conditions is verified by applying a six-cycle three-phase fault at t=1 s, at bus 7 at the end of line 5-7. The fault is cleared without line tripping and the original system is restored upon the clearance of the fault. and 4. It can be seen that the proposed stabilizer achieves good robust performance and provides superior damping in comparison with the conventional and PSO methods. For completeness, the stabilizing signals for the stabilizers of generators G 2 and G 3 are shown in Figures  5 and 6 . It can be concluded that the optimized stabilizer using PSO-TVAC technique provides much proper control signals than the PSO and classical methods based designed PSSs.
Scenario 2
In this scenario, another hybrid severe disturbance is considered for different loading conditions; that is, a 0.1 p.u. step increase in mechanical torque of all generators was applied at t=0.5 s and after a few seconds a 6-cycle three-phase fault at t=5 s, on bus 7 at the end of line 5-7 for the system will be applied. The fault is cleared by stable tripping of the faulted line. The speed deviations of all generators under the nominal and heavily loading conditions are shown in Figures 7 and 8 . Using the proposed method, the speed deviation of both generators is quickly driven back to zero and have small settling time. Moreover, it can be seen that the proposed ABCPSS achieves good robust performance and provides superior damping in comparison with other PSSs.
DISCUSSION
In order to have a fair comparison in terms of solution quality and computation efficacy among the CPSO, and PSO-TVAC methods, each algorithm is run for 10 trials and the best fitness value is shown in Figure 9 . It is evident that using PSO-TVAC for optimal tuning of PSSs has faster convergence rate compared to CPSO one.To illustrate robustness of the proposed method, two performance indices: the Figure 
(
).
Where, OS i , US i and T si are overshoot, undershoot and settling time of rotor angle deviation of ith machine is considered. It is merit mentioning that the lower the value of these indices is, the better the system response in terms of the time-domain characteristics. The values of the above performance indices are calculated under the two above scenarios, whereas the system load are varied from -25 to 25% of the nominal loading condition. Numerical results are shown the in Tables 5 to 6 for different operation conditions with three stabilizers under scenarios 1 and 2. Assessment of these Tables reveals that the using the proposed PSO-TVAC the speed deviations of all machines are greatly reduced, has small overshoot, undershoot and settling time. Moreover, it 
Conclusions
In this paper, the improved PSO with time-varying acceleration coefficients algorithm has been proposed to optimal tune of the PSS parameters to enhance the relative stability and secure operation of the multi machine power systems. To optimize the parameters of the stabilizers a time domain-based objective for a wide range of operation conditions is introduced and solved by PSO-TVAC. It performs both global and local search at each iteration process for significant increasing the probability of finding the optimal solution. Hence, the convergence precision and speed are remarkably improved and then the high precision and efficiency are achieved.
The effectiveness of the proposed PSO-TVAC based tuned PSSs is shown on a multi-machine power system in comparison with the classical PSO and conventional method based designed PSSs through the nonlinear time domain simulation and some performance indices for a wide range of loading condition. The non-linear time domain simulation results show the improved PSO-TVAC algorithm provides good ability for effectively damping low frequency oscillations.
Moreover, the system characteristics analysis using different introduced performance indices reveal that the proposed PSO-TVAC algorithm is superior that of the classical PSO one in terms of accuracy, convergence and computational effort.
